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ABSTRACT 

The curious properties of ferrofluids and their spectacular instabilities in the presence of 

magnetic fields have garnered much interest of late.  In the present research, these highly 

controllable ferrofluids are utilized to explore the capillary instabilities of coupled 

droplet systems.  These systems exhibit behavior as liquid resonators and switches that 

can be individually toggled or driven with voltages as little as 1 volt.  Measurements 

were made to characterize the dynamic behavior of these systems, with appropriate 

comparison to existing models. 

Hydrophobic ferrofluid coupled droplets can also be surrounded by water to 

produce an immiscible, all-liquid system.  In these cases the ferrofluid droplets become 

liquid pistons, capable of displacing the surrounding liquid back-and-forth between two 

chambers (akin to a valve-less axial piston pump) with highly controllable amplitudes 

and resonant frequencies.  Measurements of the performance of such liquid pistons 

systems agree with a linearized model developed for the system.  Moreover, such liquid 

pistons can be used to displace another set of coupled droplets which, if transparent, 

form the basis of a liquid lens.  The oscillatory displacement of such a transparent liquid 

brings to fruition a fast-acting, adaptive liquid lens that is immune to evaporation, 

largely invariant to orientation, and can be driven with only a few volts.  Such a system 

is demonstrated and characterized herein. 

The performance of the liquid pistons systems is observed to drift over time, 

whereby the resonant frequency actually increases.  Such a drift is attributed to 

interfacial phenomena.  The interfacial stability of ferrofluid/water systems is studied 

using various microscopy techniques in an attempt to elucidate some of the possible 

mechanisms for the observed evolution in time of these systems.  Supported hypotheses 

are presented that may explain some of the observed behavior.  Despite the temporal 

dependence of such systems, they present unparalleled capability and potentially 

widespread applicability in fields covering the full gamut from adaptive microscopy to 

biomedical dosing to spacecraft thermal control. 
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